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ADVERSE REACTION:
THE SINISTER SIDE OF
THE ANTI-VAXXER
“FREEDOM RALLIES”
Across the country, anti-government
anti-vax “freedom rallies” have erupted over vaccine mandates, pandemic
restrictions, and at the broadest level,
the government itself. Looking from
afar, one could be forgiven for being
confused over exactly what the protestors want.
In Victoria, the protests were in response
to a proposed bill designed to respond to an
ongoing pandemic. Victoria has been under
a state of emergency for almost two years
now, so permanent legislation is needed in
the future. The Bill would shift the power to
declare a pandemic from the Chief Health
Oﬃcer to the Premier, allow a pandemic
declaration to be renewed for up to three
months, and implement transparency measures around public health orders.
Some people see the bill as a dangerous
extension of government power without
adequate oversight. This isn’t an entirely
unreasonable claim. In an open letter last
week, the Members of the Victorian Bar called
on the to include more accountability. Since
then, the Bill has been amended significantly,
to reduce fines, increase the threshold for
declaring a pandemic, improve oversight,
and strengthen human rights protections.
But the protestors are not satisfied: the
majority of them identify Daniel Andrews
with everything wrong with the government and want him gone no matter what.
Beyond this, it is diﬃcult to identify what
their demands actually are. In Melbourne,
throughout the week, the protests were
marked by a hodgepodge of anti-vax sentiment and vague calls for “freedom,” alongside
threats against Andrews.
Across the country, politicians have been
threatened over vaccine mandates. In Melbourne, counter-terrorism police arrested
one man for encouraging people to bring
firearms to anti-lockdown protests outside
the Victorian statement parliament and for
threatening to kill Andrews.
The Saturday 20th protest in Melbourne
looked like a flag convention with flags from
various nations flown alongside Trump flags,
upside down Australian flags, and the red
ensign (a flag flown in support of the “sovereign citizen movement”). The protests are
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a mish-mash of various anti-government,
anti-vaccine right-wing groups. They’re
disorganised, undisciplined, and reactionary
in the worst way. But they are not harmless.
Lurking beneath the surface is right-wing
extremism.
Government oﬃces in Western Australia
have been closed after threats were made
against staﬀers in Mark McGowan’s oﬃce,
and politicians in Queensland and New South
Wales have reported threats. In Western
Australia, there are calls for safe zones to be
implemented around schools where vaccines
are being administered after high schoolers
were accosted by protestors.
On Saturday, one “activist” called on
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protestors gathered in Melbourne’s Flagstaﬀ
Gardens to “unite against communists”,
apparently identifying the state Labor government with the Communist movement. If
only. This ridiculous claim lends credence
to the slogan that the number one cause of
anti-communist sentiment is not knowing
what communism is.
Neo-Nazi adjacent newspaper, the
Unshackled claims in a November 22 article that the “Worldwide Freedom Rally”
protests in Melbourne were attended by
250,000-500,000 people. Of course, this
claim is highly suspect, but what it shows is
how right-wing extremists are being encouraged and emboldened by the protests and
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are using them as propaganda to build their
movement.
What is more disturbing is the right-wing
political establishment’s eagerness to get on
board with the protestors. United Australia
Party MP Craig Kelly addressed the Sydney
protest on the 20th of November, stating
“When we have governments that adopt
vaccine passports we’re no longer free. We
don’t live in a free society, we live in a prison
camp. On my watch, I am not going to stand
by and let this happen and neither are you
guys. We have got to protect our kids, that’s
our first priority.”
Continued on page 2
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MORRISON GOV’T
PUNISHES STUDENTS
Australian students are yet again hit by repressive policies from the Coalition government. Last
year, we saw the Morrison government hike up
student fees for the Arts and Humanities (Guardian
– Workers’ Weekly, “Editorial: Arts and humanities
suﬀer under new government plan,” #1921), and
this year we have seen the government neglect accessibility to TAFE (Guardian – Workers’ Weekly,
“Ever increasing precarity for public education
amidst TAFE funding cuts and privatisation,”
#1949), now we are seeing a further attack on the
accessibility to university.
Starting next year students will be given no more
than seven years to complete an undergraduate
degree under legislation known as the Student
Learning Entitlement (SLE). If this SLE sounds
familiar it’s because this is not the first time its
been around.
The SLE was introduced in 2005, under the
Howard government, but abolished under the
Gillard government in 2012. It has now returned
from the dead, thanks to senator Pauline Hanson as
an amendment to last year’s Job Ready Graduates
legislation after negotiations she had with the
Morrison government.
So why has the SLE been brought back?
According to Andrew Norton, a higher education
policy expert from Australian National University,
its meant to stop “the perpetual student who just
does degree after degree,” however, Norton’s own
data suggests that “there are very few of those
people.”
How few of those people are “perpetual students”? Norton notes that “only 0.2 per cent of
students use eight years or more to complete their
degree and 0.7 per cent had taken seven years. And
probably most of those would be exceptional cases.
And some of those probably would be exceptional
cases like those studying medicine.”
Thus, this attack on students is just that. It is
an attack on learning, on giving young people the
tools to analyse the world critically. As Fidel Castro
once stated: “you’ll see everyone in our country
with a book under their arm because we all want
to study, learn, and correctly interpret the world in
which we live. We never tell anyone to believe; we
tell everyone to think, study, and decide.” When we
take way a person’s right to learn, we rob them of
the ability to understand and appreciate the world
more fully.
The government’s attempt to absolve itself from
its responsibility to younger generations to provide
it with a basic human right is shocking but not
surprising. We must continue to fight back against
these attacks. The CPA is attempting to register its
electoral expression, The Communists, to stop such
austerity measures. Sign up at: cpaforms.wufoo.
com/forms/join-the-communists/ to register and
get a voice in parliament that supports policies for
everyone, not just the ruling class!

PRESS FUND
As we approach the end of the year, just two more issues
before the Guardian takes its summer break, it’s time
to reflect on what a year it has been. The war drums are
booming, the planet is cooking, and the people around
the world facing serious health and economic crises. It
is in times like these that the Guardian, the Workers’
weekly, is needed more than ever. The Guardian is
completely independent of the likes of Murdoch and other
corporates. We depend on our readers for support.
Thank you to the following who generously contributed to
the Press Fund over past weeks:
T Mullen $20, D White $20, K Berlow $50, W Wilson $10,
S L $100, M Simmons $200, T Mullen $20, G D $100,
NH $50, E Seymour $175, Digireb $175, M Mannion $60.
This week’s Total: $880.00

Cumulative Total: $2,463.
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As Kelly’s statement indicates,
the right-wing reaction to the pandemic feeds on fear and conspiracy,
with the Liberal Party helping it
along through dog-whistling for
extremist votes. Last week, Scott
Morrison made headlines by
taking a “both sides” approach to
condemning the protest, in a move
eerily reminiscent of Trump’s Charlottesville speech.
The Prime Minister urged Australians to “take their lives back,”
while also calling for less government intervention in people’s lives.
He has been roundly criticised by
various public figures, including
Daniel Andrews, for pandering to
extremists by failing to outright
condemn the reactionary violence.
Make no mistake, the threats and
extremist rhetoric are a form of
violence towards all Australians.
The Liberals’ laissez-faire
approach to the pandemic has cost
hundreds of lives. The push to get
vaccinated has been entirely without national leadership from the
Liberal government. The Liberals’
failure to acquire a suﬃcient quantity of vaccines and their favouritism towards the Liberal NSW state
government in vaccine distribution
has, far from encouraged a proactive response to vaccination, put
up barriers to Australians outside
of NSW getting vaccinated in the
first place.
At the time of writing, five coalition MPs have backed a Bill introduced by Senator Pauline Hanson
to outlaw “vaccine discrimination”,
further undermining a national
eﬀort by the Australian people to get
vaccinated and end the pandemic.
Overall, the ‘wait and see’ response
of the Liberal government in NSW

and the Commonwealth government led to a massive surge in cases
earlier this year, throwing the rest
of the country under the bus due
to their utter disregard for public
health and failure to proactively
tackle the pandemic. All in the
name of some abstract individualist notion of ‘freedom’. Freedom
means nothing to someone dying
of COVID in an ICU ward.
In fact, the Liberals’ approach to
government has been nothing short
of a disaster for Australians nationwide. The Morrison government has
been racked with scandals, from
his handling of the bushfire crisis
to Robodebt to the Porter scandal
to the failure to provide adequate
pandemic resources to vulnerable
remote Indigenous communities. It
isn’t just the scandals: their policies
leave much to be desired as well.
During his term, Morrison has
introduced tax cuts for the wealthy
and corporations, utterly failed to
respond to climate change, introduced union-busting legislation,
and wages have stagnated to the
point that we are seeing a US-style
labour crisis. Meanwhile, inflation is
rising faster than wages. It’s gotten
so bad that the Reserve Bank of
Australia has recommended an
immediate 3 per cent wage rise
for Australian workers. What is
Scott Morrison doing? Instead of
investing in workers, he’s investing in submarines (see Guardian
#1981 “No Nuclear Australia: Time
For Action!”).
If you’re wondering who really
benefits from a Liberal government,
look no further than the anti-government, anti-vax protests that
have plagued our major cities. Morrison’s refusal to condemn violent
extremism outright speaks volumes

about where he really stands on
this issue. He stands on the side
of sacrificing workers for the sake
of ‘business as usual’ and he does
not mind pandering to extremists
to further his agenda.
Well, business as usual costs
lives. Government intervention to
control the pandemic has saved
thousands of Australians from contracting the virus and potentially
dying from it. Vaccination is safe
and eﬀective against the spread of
disease. Individual freedoms do
not stack up against the safety and
protection of the vast majority of
society. Do not let the rhetoric and
misinformation fool you.
We need a united workers
front against the misinformation
and dangerous rhetoric of the
anti-lockdown protests. They are
putting workers at risk by undermining vaccination eﬀorts and
contributing to the spread of the
virus. Protests are an eﬀective tool
against reactionary forces, but protests must be organised. The value
of a mass movement is to be judged
by its goals and the solidarity of its
participants.
Vague, kneejerk, anti-government rhetoric is simply dangerous
and does not serve the working
class. Only a precise and considered analysis of the situation can
arm the working class with the
tools we need to ensure our own
safety, not only against government
ineptitude but also from right-wing
movements that seek to exploit the
crisis towards their own ends. 

14th National Congress Special Appeal
From 25-27 February 2022, elected delegates representing Communist Party organisations from all over
Australia will gather in Sydney for the 14th National Congress of the Party, COVID restrictions permitting.
In the lead-up to the Congress, Party members have been discussing and submitting amendments to a draft
Political Resolution. At Congress delegates will review the work of the Party and look to its future tasks.
Congress will elect a new Central Committee to lead the work of the Party until the next National Congress.
The CPA has launched a Special Appeal to help defray the costs associated with holding a National
Congress. We are appealing to Party members and organisations, all friends and supporters of the Party and
Guardian readers to help fulfill our $10,000 target as soon as possible.
To contribute, please fill in the form below or write your details on a separate piece of paper to send with
your contribution.
All contributions will be acknowledged in the Guardian, with the names of contributors unless otherwise
requested. We look forward to your support for this important occasion.

(Name) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ contributes $ _ _ _ _ _ to the above Appeal.
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I enclose a Cheque/Money Order/Cash for that amount (made out to “CPA”).
Payment may also be made by Credit Card by filling the information below:
Credit Card minimum $20  Visa or  Mastercard
Name on the card _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Card # ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Expiry Date ___ ___ / ___ ___
I  agree/  disagree with having my name published in the Guardian
in acknowledgement of my contribution.
Send to 74 Buckingham St, Surry Hills, 2010 or phone through on 02 9699 8844.
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ROB GOWLAND: A LIFE OF QUIET,
COMMITTED STRUGGLE
Peter Mac
Robert Leslie Gowland, or Rob
as friends and comrades call
him, used to say he was born
into the Party. His father,
George Gowland, was a Communist Party of Australia
(CPA) organiser and his mother, Olga Gowland, was secretary of the Party’s biggest
branch. Rob was born on the
15th of June 1940, the day the
Menzies Government declared
the CPA illegal. Because of the
ban, the Gowland residence
was raided by police. The family had removed material evidence of communist activity
or sympathies, but a police
oﬃcer asked George about a
picture of Karl Marx in the
living room. George replied it
was his grandfather! The oﬃcer respectfully left the picture
alone, and Rob’s parents narrowly avoided arrest and possible imprisonment.
During the War, Rob accompanied his father walking around
the base of the Sydney Harbour
Bridge, which was sandbagged and
guarded by sentries. His father said
the bridge was mined with explosives and that if necessary, the
army would destroy or disable the
bridge to impede invading enemy
forces. These dramatic experiences
undoubtedly contributed to Rob’s
intense interest in the global struggle against fascism and imperialism
and his encyclopaedic knowledge
about the Second World War.
Rob was educated at Sydney
Boys High School. He studied
history at Sydney University and
joined the Sydney University Film
Group where he met his future
wife Pat Ferguson. He failed his
first-year exams after vigorously
disputing the faculty’s interpretation of history. He never returned
to university, but was president of
the University Film Group as well
as the Federation of Film Societies
for many years.
He worked for an insurance
company, for a film processing company, and then for legal publishers
Butterworths. He later became a
founding member of the National
Film Theatre and was its first director for nine years. He married Pat
in 1965, and their sons Brent (Max),
Rohan, and Evan were born in 1970,
1971, and 1975 respectively.
In 1975, Rob commenced work
with actor and film distributor
Edmund (Eddie) Allison, whose
company, Quality Films, distributed
foreign cinematic masterpieces,
including many from socialist countries, which Australia’s Hollywoodoriented cinema chains refused to
show. The company showed many
films at the old Mandolin cinema in
Castlereagh Street, Sydney. Known
as the “Day of Mourning Venue,”
Aboriginal people gathered there
on “Australia Day” 1938 for the
first formal ceremony to mourn the
1788 invasion of their land.
In the late 1960s, the CPA leadership was subverted by revisionist
ideology, and in 1972 comrades led
by Peter Symon formed the Socialist Party of Australia. Rob joined
the old CPA in the 1970s but soon
left it and joined the SPA, which
in the 1990s reclaimed the name
“Communist Party of Australia.”
Rob was a Central Committee
member until he died and was

secretary of the Sydney Central
branch until 2020. He organised
branch participation in marches,
demonstrations, and annual celebrations, including May Day, International Women’s Day, Hiroshima
Day, Palm Sunday, and on one
occasion, Bastille Day. In branch
classes and meetings, discussion
ranged over political economy,
dialectical and historical materialism, politically significant events,
(including the 9/11 attacks) and the
political aspects of architecture and
art. He also organised walking tours
regarding the political significance
of historic locations, including the
Rocks and the Sydney Harbour
Bridge. His annual reports were
highly eﬀective, politically wideranging, and memorable digital
presentations.
Rob emphasised the importance of compassion, imagination,
and culture in Party work. In 1994
he wrote:
“The human animal […]
developed communications
skills beyond compare and
[…] a capacity for imagination
and compassion. The
capacity to feel compassion
is surely one meaning of the
word humanity. Are not the
communists totally concerned
with humanity? With ending
inhumanity? With freeing
humanity to develop to the full
– physically, intellectually and
culturally?
“[…] The revolution we want
has a cultural dimension. […]
Art does not exist in isolation
from society or in isolation
from reality. Art reflects,
interprets, and comments
on reality. […] [I]t is part
of the struggle of ideas. […]
We should look for ways
to develop and utilise not
just singing but recitations,
agitational playlets and skits,
dance and of course creative
writing.
“Short stories, anecdotes,
reminiscences, poems and
sketches (both written and
drawn varieties) are needed
for the Guardian. They used
to be a feature of the working
class press and should be
again. […] Remember, the
arts are a means of expression
and a source of pleasure. They
deal with ideas and – if used
correctly – can be a powerful
weapon in the armoury of the
working class.”

Rob was quiet by nature but
could give a rousing political speech.
One comrade recently referred to
his “piercing dry wit,” describing
him as “clear and unwavering
about the necessity of revolutionary change,” and “a generous and
patient mentor […] for the young
comrades and the Young Socialist
League.”
He detested hypocrisy and political opportunism, as demonstrated
by his very biting review of the film
We of the Never Never, which was
based on Aeneas Gunn’s novel of
the same name. The first published
version of the book referred quite
candidly to the horrific so-called
“n-ger hunts” during which Aboriginal people accused of crimes
against outback graziers were

slaughtered. However, the film and
later editions of the book made no
reference whatsoever to the murders. Rob remarked caustically:
“This tidying up of a true
story may keep the shine on
Mrs Gunn’s image, but the
film portrays a false picture
of both the author and her
times […] beautiful scenery,
safe period atmosphere,
bland relationships and – to
satisfy modern attitudes – a
heroine whose perception
of Aboriginal culture was
suddenly very ahead of its
time.”

Rob wrote articles for the
Party press until 2020; his regular
column “Culture and Life” and his
film reviews were highly popular.
Other Marxist-Leninist parties often
reprinted his articles, including the
Morning Star, the UK’s socialist
newspaper.
In later life, illness prevented
Rob from attending marches or
branch meetings. But the flame of
commitment still burnt brightly,
and until a few months ago, he
would write articles on his laptop,
propped up in his hospital bed
while receiving treatment. Six
days before he died, on the 13th
of November, Rob was handed a
Party card confirming his party
membership, which he received
with astonishment and delight.
He was a communist throughout
his adult life, a life characterised
by commitment, determination,
creativity, and compassion for
working people. His insightful
articles and his analysis of culture
in politics are an invaluable legacy
for the Party, and he holds a special
place in its history.
Rob was devoted to his family.
He is survived by his wife Pat, his
sons Max, Rohan and Evan, his
daughter-in-law Magarly (Maggie)
and granddaughter Grace (Gigi).
His comrades loved him, mourn
his passing, and will never forget
him. 
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SYDNEY COMMUNITY RALLIES IN
SUPPORT OF BOOKSELLERS
E Lennon
The Retail and Fast Food Workers
Union (RAFFWU) organised a protest
in Sydney’s Camperdown Memorial
Park, rallying the local community to
support staﬀ in an ongoing fight for
better working conditions.

More than 150 supporters joined the
booksellers on 19th November, including
members of the Communist Party of Australia, unionists, workers, students, and
community members. The demonstrators
circled the block in the Sydney suburb of
Newtown, walking past the store itself.
The demonstration comes after the Better
Read Than Dead ownership group Parkstone
Funds Management reneged on its initial
agreements reached earlier this year in July.
The workers are in the first retail industrial action in over fifty years. Workers since
the stoush have been calling the business
group “hypocritical” due to the irony of it
profiting on a progressive slogan and image.
Zachary Moore-Boyle worked at Better
Read Than Dead from 2016 to late 2020. He
and other workers in the store came together
when the bookstore’s conditions reached a
breaking point. He said that in his time as a
bookseller there, he witnessed workers put
into uncomfortable positions, precarious
employment, divided by favouritism, and
given unrealistic work demands.
Moore-Boyle addressed the crowd at the
Camperdown Memorial Park rally and said
that an enterprise bargaining agreement was
the only way they could “codify an equitable
workplace.”
“An employee at Better Read Than Dead
was expected to be a Jack of all trades,” said
Moore-Boyle. “Those not comfortable doing
more than being a bookseller were looked
on disfavourably.”
The workers decided to engage in collective action because they believed it was
otherwise impossible to secure fairer working conditions.
Moore Boyle went on to say that the best

the Better Read Than Dead owners can do
is delay the inevitable.
Stella Babidge, a member of the Retail
and Fast Food Workers Union and bookseller,
spoke at the rally saying that the fight against
the employers is indicative of a greater struggle of workers against capitalism.
Babidge says that the initial in-principle
agreement that RAFFWU and the workers
achieved was a “huge” win; however, the
employer’s attempt to backtrack has meant
a setback in winning better conditions.

“Since [the first negotiations] our bosses
have stalled and reneged on their agreement,”
said Babidge.
Lexie Eatock, a junior book buyer at
Better Read, disagrees with the action, telling
the Sydney Morning Herald that the workers were “taking on a small business”coming
out of lockdowns.
While Better Read Than Dead may be a
boutique business, it’s hardly a “mum and
dad” small business. The bookstore is owned
by Parkstone Funds Management, a group

of investors who own retail stores Australiawide. The owners cannot cry poor when they
generate millions of dollars in revenue across
their national portfolio.
The workers deserve more and are asking
for nothing more than the bare minimum:
secure work, increased pay, and an end to
workplace harassment. They’ve demonstrated
that the only way to achieve these things is
through collective action. 

THE CASHLESS DEBIT CARD – A “PUBLIC WHIP”
What is a cashless “welfare”
card? The cashless card, known
colloquially as the “white
card,” was a top-down policy
developed by mining businessman Andrew Forrest as part of
his 2014 review of Indigenous
jobs and training. The Australian government commenced
cashless debit card trials in
Kununurra/Wyndham WA
and Ceduna SA in early 2016.
The cashless welfare card program now applies to people who
receive a working age welfare
payment and is currently in operation in the Ceduna region, South
Australia, the East Kimberley and
the Goldfields regions, Western
Australia, the Cape York, Doomadgee, Bundaberg and Hervey
Bay regions, Queensland, and in
the Northern Territory.
There is growing concern that
the Morrison government, if it wins
the next election, will extend this

card to all pensioners. We raise
this issue because, while the Morrison government publicly rejects
the idea that they will extend the
cashless credit card to all pension
recipients, Minister for Social Services Ann Ruston has been quoted in
the media as saying that she wants
the cashless debit card to become
a “more universal platform,” as
reported by The Sydney Morning
Herald, on 1st February 2020.
It is worth noting that John
Howard, when he was re-elected
leader of the Liberal Party in 1995,
pledged to “never, ever” introduce
a GST; however, he led the LiberalNational Coalition to a large victory
in the 1996 federal election and
introduced a GST in 1999.
Investigations show that the
administration of the cashless
“welfare” card currently in use
was farmed out to a private company called Indue Ltd and costs
$10,000 per person on the card and

is costing taxpayers $18.9 million
over its two-year period.
While this in itself is disgraceful, it should be noted that what is
even more disgraceful is that the
card’s extension after its initial trial
was rejected by 37 major welfare
organisations as being “unacceptable and discriminatory.” The St
Vincent de Paul Society said it does
not support the cashless debit card
(September 2016):
“There is no evidence that it
improves the wellbeing of individuals or communities, either by reducing substance abuse or by increasing
employment outcomes. The cashless debit card carries a high risk
of unintended and expensive consequences for government and the
community, including social exclusion and stigmatisation, increased
financial hardship, the erosion of
individual autonomy and dignity
and an increase in the overall cost
of social security provision.”

Following the release of the
Forrest Review, ACOSS and more
than thirty community organisations, including many leading
national Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander groups, urged the
government not to proceed with
the implementation of this recommendation. Yet those calls have
fallen on deaf ears.
The welfare card, modelled on
the Basics Card, is used to manage
the income of people in disadvantaged communities and locations
around Australia. This scheme of
income management has failed to
eﬀect long-term changes in behaviour or outcomes, despite the high
cost of the policy. Its introduction
was supposed to run alongside
new health, education, and housing services, but of course this did
not occur.
Senator Pat Dodson has
described the cashless welfare
card as a ‘public whip’ designed

to control Indigenous people and
said the federal government should
focus on holistic solutions to problems of alcohol, drug addiction and
violence in remote communities.
Associate Professor Ruth
Phillips, social policy expert from
University of Sydney, argues the
program should be scrapped
altogether. She claims: “it is antiwelfare, punitive, costly and ineffective” (University of Sydney, 14th
December 2020).
This government, and indeed
most politicians generally, are
totally isolated from community
needs, blanketed as they are in the
Canberra bubble, on incomes most
can only imagine. If the coronavirus
pandemic has taught us anything,
it is that we cannot rely on elected
representatives to resolve our crisis,
but community coming together
to demand a new deal will change
our world.
The Beacon 
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HEALTH CARE A RIGHT,
NOT A PRIVILEGE
Anna Pha
The Liberal-National Coalition has
never supported Medicare, constantly
undermining it since its introduction.
Coalition governments have frozen bulk
billing rebates for doctors for years
on end; items are now being removed
from the Medicare schedule; and in
2014 the Abbott government attempted
to introduce a gap payment for “bulk
billed” patients. Fortunately, public
pressure put a halt to that.
Medibank, Medicare’s predecessor, was
introduced by the Whitlam Labor government. It should be recalled that following
the coup that ousted Whitlam the Fraser
Coalition government immediately abolished
Medibank. For-profit, private provision based
on free-market greed is the Coalition’s ideal
health care system. The battles for Medibank
and supply were the most bitterly fought
political and constitutional struggles of the
Whitlam government. Repeatedly blocked
by the Coalition in the Senate, the parliamentary gridlock over Medibank legislation
provided a trigger for the 1974 double dissolution election.
Whitlam won the election, but not the
Senate. Another rejection of Medibank led
to the only joint sitting of the two houses of
Parliament – finally passing the bills. This
drawn-out process, and prolonged negotiations with the states to end means testing
of public wards in their hospitals, meant
Medibank only came into eﬀect in July 1975.
After 1975, despite promises to preserve
Medibank, Malcolm Fraser’s Coalition
government undermined the new scheme.
Medibank was abolished and only later reinstated as Medicare Private oﬀering private
health insurance.

UNIVERSAL ACCESS

Universal access to medical care is fundamental to building a healthy society. Medical
expertise, medical institutions, and medical
research are part of Australia’s social aspirations for a physically and psychologically
robust community, and should not be as
capitalism would have them, mechanisms
for generating profits. Access to health care
is a right, not a privilege.
A nationalised health scheme providing a quality primary care system with GPs,
nurses, allied and community health working together must become our frontline
for maintaining people’s well-being with
emphasis on preventing disease, including
early detection of illness.
The privatisation of Australia’s health
system is socially iniquitous, it leads to the
wasteful private health insurance rebate
which is driving further privatisation of
Australia’s health system, and which will
lead ultimately to the restriction of health
care to those who need it but cannot aﬀord
it and the means-testing of public hospitals.
Our public hospitals are under extreme
pressure. The CPA rejects the privatisation
of the system and stands for a health care
system that first and foremost meets the
needs of working-class Australians and other
marginalised and disadvantaged groups
– especially Indigenous Australians – in
their local communities, local health clinics and local hospitals. We strongly oppose
the introduction of a co-payment or means
testing of access to Medicare or public hospital treatment.

A planned expansion and development of
the health system has the potential to create
more jobs in research and service areas.
The CPA advocates:
A nationalised health system under local
control, with high quality and “free” at point
of delivery care, according to need rather
than the ability to pay.
Accessible quality medical and dental
treatment for all Australians, bulkbilled
under Medicare, centrally funded through
progressive forms of taxation and focused on
the needs of working Australians and their
families, the elderly and the sick.
Team-based care focused on early intervention and providing care in the community
and in the home.
Priority emphasis on preventative medical
services including campaigns by governments
to educate people about healthy lifestyles,
the importance of vaccinations, regular tests
and check-ups. Preventive medicine should
also encompass restrictions on corporate
advertising and on the production and sale
of unhealthy products.
An expanded Pharmaceutical Benefits
Scheme (PBS) so that all eﬀective medications remain aﬀordable for all Australians.
PBS scripts should be free for all unemployed,
pensioners and other card-holders, and the
cost for others reduced. This must include
the Pacific region that benefits from the lower
costs of medications as a result of the high
purchasing power of the PBS.
The public control of pharmaceuticals,
diagnostics and medical supplies along with
the employment of salaried staﬀ specialists,
and public hospitals.
The development of a publicly owned
pharmaceutical manufacturing industry so
that Australia has some independence from
shortages in overseas supply, and during
critical moments such as major pandemics.
Australia should withdraw from agreements
that prohibit such production and not sign
new ones; in particular the Comprehensive
and Progressive Agreement Partnership
(formerly TPP) with its intellectual property
provisions.
The improvement of the public system
in outer suburban, rural and remote areas
with measures put in place to ensure the
health system caters first and foremost for
working families and the sick and the elderly
in these communities.
Strong health and safety rules in the
workplace to prevent worker injury.
The support of a system of generous
workers’ compensation benefits for all injured
workers and their families.
The retirement age for those on shift work
to be set at five years before the rest of the
workforce due to increased aging eﬀects of
their work patterns on the body.
The opportunity for workers and local
communities to have a say on where their
health facilities are placed and how they are
managed, including having a voice on local
hospital boards.
The urgent expansion of the provision
of mental health services.
Funding increases for people with disability should be brought forward, and NDIS
services provided by the public sector.

SLIPPERY SLOPE
One of the health privateers’ most recent
tactics is a push for certain individuals to
be denied access to Medicare because they
refuse to be vaccinated, creating a dangerous

precedent. Medicare is based on the principles of free, universal access and no-fault
insurance. Everyone contributes through the
centralised taxation system and Medicare
levy based on their taxable income.
Any proposal to undermine the fundamental principle of Medicare – universal
access to medical treatment and care – is
music to the ears of the Morrison government.
The public health system was under
considerable pressure well before the pandemic. The pandemic has exposed the lack
of funding, understaﬃng, under-resourcing,
shortage of public hospital beds, and decades
of neglect by successive governments, which
has been a political football between state
and federal governments.
There is no doubt that in NSW and Victoria the pandemic has placed extra strains
on the public health system. It should be
ringing alarm bells that two thousand NSW
nurses have not renewed their registration,
no doubt many of them burnt out from years
of being overstretched. COVID was the straw
that broke the camel’s back.

UNION CALL
The Australian Nursing and Midwifery
Federation (ANMF), is calling for urgent
funding and resourcing of Australia’s overstretched public hospital system to ensure
that health professionals can deliver safe,
quality care to the community.
Beth Mohle, Secretary of the Queensland
Nurses and Midwives’ Union, makes the
point: “Nurses, midwives and health care staﬀ
see firsthand the impact of unprecedented
demand on our health services and beds.
Invaluable staﬀ are burning out trying to provide quality care under extreme conditions.
Our governments need to urgently address
these issues and listen to our solutions so
we can continue to provide the quality care
Queenslanders deserve.”
The solution does not lie with denying
sick people hospital beds or ventilators if
they cannot aﬀord them or undermining
Medicare. Federal and state governments
have a responsibility to adequately fund and
staﬀ the public health system. It is a clear
pointer as to federal priorities that the federal
government hands out more than $6 billion
a year in subsidies to the private hospital
system through private health insurance
(PHI) rebates.
Even more so that at the same time it
has gradually been winding down its share
of the public health bill, leaving the states
to carry a greater proportion.

There is a creeping Americanisation of
the health system in Australia towards a twotier system by starving the public sector of
funds. The US’s mostly private health system
consumes 17.7 per cent of Gross Domestic
Product at the same time as treatment and
private health insurance cover is unaﬀordable for tens of millions of citizens.

FUND THE PUBLIC
SECTOR
Even the conservative Australian Medical Association (AMA) notes that the current
agreement with the States has taken out $14
billion in Commonwealth funding since 201516, and $32.4 billion in total when combined
with the States’ contribution, due to indexation below health CPI and the cap on growth.
Apart from the past two years, the population has been increasing and ageing during
that period – i.e. demand was increasing.
In Australia long waiting lists and fear
of not gaining access to public hospitals and
specialists when needed are driving many
people to take out some form of private
health insurance.
Instead of spending billions on nuclear
submarines, missiles and other weapons of
mass destruction (the military budget is set
at more than $1 trillion over twenty years)
the government should instead be focused on
saving and improving the lives of the people.
If public hospitals and public health
services were funded as a priority, then the
system would not be under the pressure it
is. It would also be equipped to cope with
surges in demand such as during a pandemic.
Dr Tim Woodruﬀ, President of the Doctors’ Reform Society, points to the failed US
model which is now seeing declining life
expectancy and increasing infant mortality
because of its emphasis on privatisation,
including having employers pay for employees’ PHI. “It’s a disaster,” Woodruﬀ says.
Woodruﬀ asks: “Why not just support
the public health system better rather than
giving tax rebates for employers to give private health insurance to employees?”
As the AMA noted: “The COVID pandemic
demonstrated just how important a strong,
resilient public health system that is properly
funded to cope with surges in demand is. We
need to ensure that we don’t now neglect the
system and cause unsustainable pressure on
our healthcare professionals.” 

Federal and state governments have a
responsibility to adequately fund and staff
the public health system.
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A SYSTEM OF POLIT
PERPETUATING DECEI
Graham Holton
I met Michael Palin in Melbourne in the
early 1990s, while he was promoting
his most recent travel book. His charm
and wit were immediately obvious. Up
to then, he was best known for being
a member of the BBC’s famous The
Monty Python Flying Circus (19691974). His anti-Marxism was clearly
seen in his “Communist Quiz” sketch,
in which Marx, Lenin, Che and Mao
appear on an English football TV show.
The Communists failed to answer basic
questions about famous soccer players. In the sketch, German and ancient
Greek philosophers play soccer, while
Karl Marx wanders around the field
aimlessly. Palin is now a noted travel
writer and documentary presenter.
He started in 1989 with his Around
the World In 80 Days, and in 1997 in
his Full Circle, he glimpsed North Korea
from the South Korean side of the DMZ
(Demilitarised Zone). In 2018 he wanted to see Korea from the other side.
Delving into Palin’s documentary companion book, North Korea Journal, provides
an insight into how the right spreads disinformation about the communist country. He
begins in his inimical eloquent style. Crossing into the DPRK from China over the Yalu
River: “A socialist market economy slips away,
and a largely unreformed command economy
starts to emerge between the flashing black
beams of the bridge.” He continues, creating an ever-threatening image of a sinister
country in which he would be lucky to get
out alive. “Maps, guide books, and internet
access were all denied to me as I travelled
in North Korea. The daily journal which I
wrote up every evening was the only way I
could record my personal impressions of this
eccentric land. And I lived with the daily fear
that I might lose that as well. Fortunately,
we left the country together, my journals
and me. And they have quite a story to tell.”
By the end of the book Palin concedes
that, “for all the access we’ve had here, for
the increasingly warm relations between
us and our minders, they’ve been playing a
game with us. We have been indulged but
never fully informed. We have been allowed

more sustained access to this cagey country
than most broadcasters, but I still feel that
we have been subtly manipulated for some
greater end.”
In the final paragraph of the book, Palin
writes, “the trip has been an eye-opener, a
chance to look behind the headlines and see
this secretive country as few other westerners ever will. As Pyongyang recedes into the
distance, we turn and exchange smiles. Of
relief, but also of regret. One thing we all
agreed on at our farewell meal last night is
that none of us would mind coming back.”
Reviewers attacked Palin for not portraying the real DPRK. The Kirkus Review
complains that, “Palin is not quite as funny
here as he usually is, but that’s a small wonder
given that he is chronicling his travels to one
of the grimmest places on the planet.” The
Waterstones Review describes the DPRK
as the “notoriously secretive Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea, a cut-oﬀ land
without internet or phone signal, where
the countryside has barely moved beyond a
centuries-old peasant economy, but where
the cities have gleaming skyscrapers and
luxurious underground train stations.”
This image is maintained by the rightwing journalists prevalent in Australia’s
mainstream media. TJ Collins in his review
for The Canberra Times, “North Korea
Journal, by Michael Palin, is a problematic
account of a highly orchestrated trip to the
world’s most secretive country.” Collins says
of Palin, “Palin’s book would probably lead
you to think that North Korea is a pretty weird
place, but not that bad. Of course, the truth
is far more sinister than that, which is why
the North Koreans go to such extraordinary
lengths to distort and obscure it.”
Palin had created an atmosphere of a
hermit country sequestered away, from
which his team would be lucky to escape.
Why does Palin write this when he was
travelling with his camera and production
team, who had been granted access to travel
throughout the country and film whatever
they wanted? Is there something deeper here
than sensationalism?
He describes how he only had fleeting
views of what the authorities wanted him
to see, yet recounts the conversations he
had with the country’s inhabitants, who

talked candidly to him. He regards the land
as wholly unlike any other he has ever visited, one that inspired fascination and fear
in equal measure in this rare insight into
North Korea. The truth is that Palin did see
the real DPRK, yet he refused to believe it
because his prejudiced image, created by the
international media, likened the country to
some giant Auschwitz.
By the end of filming, Palin was perplexed
that he had not uncovered the real DPRK:
the downtrodden peasants, the giant prison
camps, the death squads, and the endless
poor living in abject poverty. He sits down
in front of the camera, so completely baﬄed
that he could not comprehend that what
he saw was the real country. He could only
assume that he had witnessed a manufactured
image of the socialist country, in which the
poor were better treated than the poor in his
own country, the United Kingdom.
I travelled to the DPRK a few months after
Palin’s visit and witnessed what he would
have seen, and I know that he did see the real
DPRK. People are shocked when I tell them
I had been to North Korea and thought I was
brave to enter such a country. In reality, I
felt safer there than when I travelled in the
US. People refuse to believe me when I tell
them what the country is really like.
Palin had fallen under the spell of a
system of political mendacity, of the perpetual
lies manufactured by the US State Department and the CIA, which spread its influence
by journalists and academic writers. They
created an image of a vicious dictator craving power crushing the downtrodden mass.
This image is more relevant to the vicious
South Korean dictator, President Rhee, who
was responsible for the death of 100,000
people by 1950. US Senator Hiram Johnson
writes in 1917 that, “The first casualty when
war comes, is truth.” This manufacture of
political deceit and falsehoods goes back to
1945 when the US and Russia divided the
country along the 38th parallel. During the
Korean War (1950-1953), when the United
Nations forces (United States, Britain and
Australia) fought alongside South Korean
troops against the KPA (Korean People’s
Army). It was only after massive provocation
by South Korean attacks across the border,
that the KPA attacked below the 38th parallel.

US army oﬃcials and politicians thought it
would be a short war. Their racist views saw
Asians as ill-trained and little better than
sub-humans. They were wrong.
As the war ended in an armistice, Britain
is technically still at war with the Communist country. It, therefore, would be against
national security to portray the North Koreans
in anything but a negative light. The resultant negative image has been strengthened
by defectors who could not enter the US as
economic refugees, so they created stories
of how bad life was behind the DMZ. Each
defector creates a more scurrilous image of
North Korea. This was often a requirement
by the US State Department before defectors
were allowed to settle into the USA. Their
stories quickly collapsed when questioned
by the UN. Unfortunately, these lies and
deceit have been so commonly repeated in
the media that the majority of people believe
this twisted image.
North Korea feels that it cannot let its
guard down due to the ever-present American
military threat, which is why it has the 4th
largest army in the world. Almost a quarter
of the entire North Korean population (males
and females) are members of the armed
forces and reserves. These military personnel
also work on farms, factories, and building
sites, so they are not seen carrying weapons
around the towns and cities. I witnessed
people casually chatting to soldiers and the
police, which would not happen under a
brutal dictatorship. On several occasions,
when I was at parades or activities, I was
seated not far from President Kim Jung
Un. When he saw us, he smiled and waved.
The public treat him as a pop Star, and they
actually do have great respect and fondness
for him and he for them.
An industry has been set up to construct,
manufacture and perpetuate disinformation
and lies about this socialist country. There is
no evidence that the USSR placed Kim Il Sung
as a puppet leader despite US accusations.
Rather than a pauper economy, by 1950,
the DPRK had rebuilt the cities destroyed
during World War II. Its economy was bigger,
and its population had a better standard of
living than that of South Korea. US dropped
698,000 tonnes of bombs on North Korea,
more than the US dropped on the Japanese
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TICAL MENDACITY –
IT AGAINST THE DPRK
Empire. The cities and infrastructure were
rebuilt despite crippling sanctions, which
included the ban on imports or the manufacture of chemical fertilizer and fuel for
tractors and transport. Today life is better
than under the Japanese occupation, the rule
of the emperor, or under President Rhee.
Religion is a major issue on which the
DPRK is attacked for its lack of Human
Rights. North Korea is trying to preserve its
traditional religious customs and beliefs and,
therefore, forbids Bibles. This argument that
the DPRK is against freedom is used in Mike
Kim’s Escaping North Korea: Defiance and
Hope in the World’s Most Repressive Country
(2008). The conservative Christian group,
Crossing Borders, helped farmers adjust to
the new country after leaving North Korea
for China following the 2008 famine.
As AB Abrams writes in his Immovable Object: North Korea’s 70 Years at
War with American Power (2020), “The
US State Department for its part purposely
withheld evidence from the United States
Security Council when calling for a military intervention from the United Nations
Security Council against the DPRK […] the
resolution it introduced, UNSC Resolution
82, also asked for a ceasefire directed solely
at the KPA (Korean People’s Army)”.
The reason the US provoked the North
Koreans into a war is clearly stated by the
famed journalist IF Stone, who writes in his
Hidden History of the Korean War (19501951): “The dominant trend in American
political, economic and military thinking
was, and is, a fear of peace”. The Military
Industrial Complex creates jobs and profits
for large corporations and peace does not
create profits. President Truman knew this
well. With the end of World War II the GDP
of the USA fell twenty per cent in 1946, a
bigger economic slump than that at the start
of the Great Depression in 1929. None of this
is mentioned by Palin.
North Korea Journal was published by
Cornerstone, UK, in 2019, and the documentary was released on Channel 5 ITN. Soon
afterwards, Michael Palin was knighted by
the Queen for services done for the Realm
in documentary writing and filming. 
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CHINA-US RELATIONS SEEK TO
CHART NEW COURSE
Casey Davidson
US President Joe Biden and Chinese
President Xi Jinping opened dialogue
in a virtual summit for over three hours
on 16th November, with both leaders
expressing a desire to manage the
growing tensions between the world’s
largest economies and create a roadmap for cooperation in terms of global
issues such as climate change and the
pandemic. While the discussion gives
hope that common ground may be
able to be found, it comes in the wake
of the development of the US, the UK
and Australia’s AUKUS military pact
against China, the US media’s continued slander against the Chinese government, and further provocation
supporting successionism in Taiwan.
Political commentators have suggested
that the reason for Biden’s invitation
was to discuss strategies for removing the tariﬀs on China, which have
been much more detrimental to the
US economy. Australia’s government
continues to vilify China and pander
to the US, also to the detriment of Australia’s economy and reputation on the
global stage.

MUTUAL BENEFITS OVER
ZERO-SUM GAME
In the opening remarks of the summit,
Xi proposed that both countries should
respect each other’s social systems and
development paths, as well as each other’s
core interests and major concerns. He also
hoped for peaceful coexistence with no
conflict or confrontation, asserting that the
world is big enough to accommodate inclusive and common development; therefore
they should focus on mutual benefits over a
zero-sum game. Xi suggested that as major
powers, both the US and China should lead
in international cooperation in global challenges, and learn from each other in common
interests such as economy, energy, military,
law enforcement, education, technology and
environmental protection. His final priority
was for constructive measures to be made
to manage diﬀerences and sensitive issues
to avoid deterioration of the relationship.

TYPICAL US HYPOCRISY
There was a clear diﬀerence in the rhetoric and body language of Biden, which as
Einar Tangen, political and economic commentator observed, “shows the diﬀerence
of where [Xi and Biden] are”. For example,
Tangen detailed how Biden spoke of establishing “commonsense guardrails,” and
“straightforward competition,” while using
defensive hand gestures. He also made sure
to note the aim to “honestly and candidly”
discuss concerns for human rights, economics, and a free and open Indo-Pacific. This
posturing assumes that the US has some kind
of moral superiority over human rights and
economics, which is laughable with a quick
glance of the US’s participation in war crimes,
regime change, economic strangulation of
sovereign nations and the treatment of their
own citizens. A “free and open” Indo-Pacific
is also telling of the US’s interests – not to
be mistaken for freedom for the people, but
to dominate and have economic freedom to
force sell weapons to Indo-Pacific nations.

US SHOOTS ITSELF
IN THE FOOT
Tangen as well as Charles Liu, co-founder
of Impact Asia Capital, explained that the
tariﬀs put on China have impacted the US
economy and US citizens exceptionally
more than China. Liu explained that Biden
needed the summit more than Xi, to create
an opportunity to remove the tariﬀs, as one
way to begin to address the serious inflation
problem. Also, 245,000 well-paying American
jobs were lost because of this trade war, which
may have also compelled Biden to create
better relations and perhaps get 100,000 of
them back in the wake of his poor poles. But
the US will never admit such an embarrassing
decision, and a strategy to ‘keep face’ while
removing the tariﬀs is likely to follow. This
may come in the form of developing some
kind of benign agreement. The reality is that
US citizens sit divided in their trust for their
government, which could lead to Biden losing
senate and house in the near future, and a
new fire-and-brimstone US president may
arise, toppling any diplomatic measures.
To compare, China boasts a ninety per cent
approval rating and Xi sits comfortably in
the work he is doing to develop his country
and make lasting strong relationships.

REAL AMBITIONS
IN TAIWAN
In addition, the US is insecure about
China also creating stronger ties with their
claimed province, Taiwan, as this may mean
that sixty per cent of the world’s semiconductors could be owned by China, giving them
a massive advantage in the tech industry.
Liu suggests that preventing this, more than
freedom or liberty, is a priority for the US,
who may aim to “hollow out” these resources

in Taiwan. Meanwhile, Western media touts
stories of the “poor” Taiwanese who are only
trying to gain independence from China to
maintain “democracy” (a pseudonym for a
US vassal state), as the reason for US warships to be stationed in the South China Sea.
What they neglect to mention is that the
US (and Australia for that matter) oﬃcially
adhere to the One China Policy. The reality
is that if the tables were turned, and Chinese
ships were stationed in the Gulf of Mexico, it
would clearly be seen as a threat. This is not
to mention the fact that the majority of Taiwanese citizens support the status quo, and
80 per cent of Taiwanese businesses are tied
to the mainland. The majority of Taiwanese
startups choose to enter the Chinese market.
Regardless, the US continues to use bullying tactics by sending its warships through the
Taiwan Strait, outrageously close to Taiwan
and the Chinese mainland. Currently, the US
is conducting multinational naval exercises
in the Philippine Sea, just east of the South
China Sea, with allies Australia, Canada,
Germany and Japan. However, Liu predicts
that only one of these countries would be
foolish enough to actually destroy its own
economy and go to war with China to keep
the Americans happy.

THE BIGGEST FOOLS ON
THE WORLD STAGE
When interviewed about the potential for
going to war with China, Australian Defence
Minister, Peter Dutton simply responded
that if China did something similar to what
they did in Hong Kong, how are the Americans meant to respond? He also committed
Australia’s support if the US were to invade
Taiwan, as the Australians have always participated in US-led wars, and “we need to
make sure we have the best friends in the

world”. Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison has also spouted similar rhetoric in the
wake of the AUKUS military pact targeting
China, labelling US-Australia relations as a
“forever friendship.”
It is curious that such an important
ally would request Australia’s economy to
suﬀer due to trade disputes coming out of
the hostilities towards China. Should Australia’s BFF then take its trade with China for
itself – increasing their own exports of wine,
cotton, and timber? Furthermore, should
Australia’s best buddy weaponise them and
put them at risk of being cannon fodder?
Anyone with half a brain would know that
Australia has no chance in defending itself
against the People’s Liberation Army. There
has been no contact between the Australian
and Chinese government for over eighteen
months. It is clear that both Dutton and Morrison are lackeys of America and traitors to
Australian interests.
Meanwhile, China will continue to
develop peacefully, and continue to increase
cooperation with nations around the world, as
they have in their recent signing of a strategic
comprehensive partnership with ASEAN, a
union of Southeast Asian nations. Australia
would be better oﬀ with close ties with its
neighbouring Asian countries, rather than
continuing in lockstep with the declining US
empire, to its own detriment. The Australian
working class should consider Australia’s
reputation on the world stage, and think
about who and what is truly being sacrificed in order to maintain US hegemony in
the region. In the lead up to the upcoming
Australian elections, the Labor Party should
consider charting a more pragmatic path for
the Australian people rather than the bipartisan approach they have shown to date. 

Australia would be better off with close ties with
its neighbouring Asian countries, rather than
continuing in lockstep with the declining
US empire, to its own detriment.
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BUSINESS GETS $7 BILLION,
WORKERS GET HOSED
On 21st October, Finance Minister
Chrystia Freeland confirmed what
workers across Canada had feared –
the Canada Recovery Benefit (CRB)
was coming to an end on 23rd October.
It wasn’t much of a surprise. For weeks
prior, the business press had been clamouring
for an end to income supports for workers.
Their reasoning was that income supports
paid directly to workers were responsible
for the labour shortage and were driving
inflation. They wielded this two-pronged
argument like the Devil wields his pitchfork
– cruelly and heartlessly.
Who except a capitalist could even try
to argue that CRB payments of CAD$270
(AU$295) per week are a deterrent to a job?
If that is the case, then pressure needs to be
brought to bear on businesses who expect
workers to live on CAD$15,000 per year.
But then, that’s precisely the point of subpoverty income supports, isn’t it? To make
unemployed workers so desperate that they
will accept low-wage work (and unsafe and
non-unionised and without benefits)?
The second argument, that CRB is driving inflation, is equally ridiculous. According to that logic (peddled by the Tories in
the first place), it is poor and unemployed
people who are to blame for sharply rising
prices for food, gas and home heating,
housing and rents. Talk about blaming
the victim.
In truth, inflation is being driven by
the massive government bailout of capitalism – in the form of the Bank of Canada’s
huge buyback of debt from banks and credit
companies (“quantitative easing”). Add to
this the spiraling military budget – including National Defence’s yearly CAD$25 billion budget plus tens of billions more for
fighter jets, naval ships, tanks and other
weapons for US and NATO wars.
At the same time that they encouraged
the Libs to slam the door on workers,
business groups were doing backflips to
justify the continuation of government
wage subsidies paid to them. The economic recovery, they whined, was simply
too fragile to do away with the CERS rent
subsidy, or the CEWS wage subsidy, or the

Finance Minister Chrystia Freeland recently announced in a press conference that the Canadian Worker Lockdown Benefit has officially
replaced the Canadian Recovery Benefit (CRB) as the program available to workers who lost their jobs due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

LEEFF financing program, or the direct
bailouts like the CAD$5.9 billion gifted
to Air Canada.
The government dutifully complied
with the requests of its corporate masters,
ending income supports for workers while
ponying up CAD$7.4 billion in supports
to benefit business. This, of course, will
be paid for by the same workers whose
incomes are deemed to be just too high.
If we ever needed a lesson in how capitalism works, there it is.

Today 1.4 million workers in Canada are
still “officially” unemployed (the real figure
may be much higher) including 800,000
who were dependent on CRB. What they
– and all of us – need are permanent
reforms to Employment Insurance so that
it is available to all unemployed workers
for the full duration of unemployment,
at ninety per cent of previous earnings.
The November 1-15 print issue of People’s Voice – like our October 1-15 issue
– includes a full page, bilingual poster

PUBLIC SECURITY MINISTER
HOLDS ONLINE TALKS WITH
AUSTRALIAN MINISTER OF
HOME AFFAIRS
NDO/VNA – Minister of Public
Security General To Lam suggested measures to strengthen
cooperation between Vietnam and Australia as well
as between his ministry and
Australian partners, during
his online talks with Australian Minister for Home
Aﬀairs Karen Andrews on 23rd
November.
He said cooperation between
the Vietnamese Ministry of Public
Security and Australian law enforcement agencies has been enhanced
in such spheres as crime combat,
immigration management and
judicial assistance.
The Vietnamese Ministry of
Public Security and the Australian
Ministry of Home Aﬀairs are eﬀectively implementing commitments
and agreements signed, and the
minutes of the second VietnamAustralia Vice-Ministerial Security

Dialogue in December 2019, Lam
said, adding that the third dialogue
is scheduled to be held in Australia
in 2022 when the COVID-19 pandemic is put under control.
Lam suggested the two sides
continue to eﬀectively roll out the
action program implementing the
Vietnam-Australia strategic partnership for the 2020-2021 period.
Vietnam and Australia should
step up cooperation across fields,
including security and national
defence, and work on a roadmap
to advance the bilateral relationship to a comprehensive strategic
partnership, he said.
Lam also proposed information
sharing and coordination in crime
combat and personnel training,
saying joint eﬀorts are needed to
eﬀectively put cooperation agreements in place, notably the 2020
memorandum of understanding on
police cooperation and organised

crime prevention and the 2018
agreement on the transfer of sentenced persons.
The Vietnamese Ministry of
Public Security hopes that the Australian Ministry of Home Aﬀairs
and government members will
continue to create favourable conditions for law enforcement forces
of the two countries to tighten their
cooperation, the minister said.
He suggested improving capacity for fighting drug, high-tech
crimes, human traﬃcking, illegal
migration, and non-traditional
crimes.
For her part, Andrews also
expressed her hope that the two
ministries will beef up their cooperation, especially in exit-entry
management, cross-border crime
combat and cyber security, among
others.
Nhân Dâ 

calling for exactly that kind of EI reform.
We hope readers will put this poster in
your window, in your office or on your
social media profile, as part of the effort to
build a real campaign for livable incomes
for all workers.
With the end of CRB, there is no other
option but to fight. Otherwise, the only
thing workers will receive is the CAD$7.4
billion bill.
People’s Voice 
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AMERICA’S MENTAL HEALTH
CRISIS IS A MENTAL CARE CRISIS
Andrew Wright
The “usual suspects” who protest Critical Race Theory have now turned to
mental health programs, according
to a recent article by NBC News. Mental health professionals employed by
school districts are now being charged
with occupying “dangerous, worthless”
jobs. All of this came up when Tara
Eddins of Southlake, Texas, showed up
at a school board meeting demanding
to know why the district was paying
$90,000 per counsellor to “give lessons to students on suicide prevention.”
Shortly thereafter, the Southlake Families
PAC, a conservative group backing opposition to anti-racism education proposals, sent
out an email to its supporters in the district
arguing schools should “leave mental health
and parenting to the parents.” Calls to leave
mental health care to the home, behind closed
doors as it were, are certainly not new. But
they seem to have taken on a new life lately.
Some experts say we are in the midst
of a “mental health crisis” today in, a crisis
disproportionately aﬀecting youth. Psychiatric Times points out that the COVID-19
pandemic is, in part, to blame for restricting
access to needed psychotherapy services. The
journal says mental health-based emergency
room visits increased for those between ages
5 and 11 by twenty-four per cent in 2019, and
for those between the ages of 12 and 17 by
thirty-one per cent.
The mental health dynamics of the pandemic had both expected and surprising
results. On the one hand, experiences of
depression, anxiety, and substance abuse
skyrocketed; on the other, suicide rates did
in fact decrease in general. A recent article
in Scientific American argues that mental
health as an industry, and care-giving in
general, has shifted for the better.
It’s true that several psychological services
and clinics were able to pivot to more accessible means of therapy during the pandemic,
such as telehealth-based services, and statistics overall suggested a move in the right
direction for care. But there were still troubling disparities that general numbers hide.
One of them is to be found in that decreasing
suicide rate: Although rates declined overall,
rates of suicide actually surged among people
of colour during the pandemic. This is only
one of the notable disparities in the field of
mental health. In order to understand the
divide better, we have to take a look at the
mental health care market.
When it comes to accessing mental health
care on the open market, there is a duality of
approaches facing those seeking treatment.
Therapy, psychotropic drugs, and social
outreach make up one side, while self-care
and the so-called “wellness industry” the
other. According to the National Alliance
of Mental Illness, the total costs of mental
health treatments reached $225 billion in
2019. Depression, meanwhile, was estimated
to have caused $44 billion in losses to workplace productivity that year.
These numbers appear staggering, but
they should be compared with revenue generated by the $4.5 trillion wellness industry

– a sector in which companies peddle everything from crystals, teas, incense, and
designer wear to yoga, meditation classes,
and “mindfulness” seminars.
Although it’s quite easy to make the
case that the wellness industry is not a real
alternative to psychotherapy and medical
care, the truth is that for many people it has
appeal as an aﬀordable alternative to medical treatment. The main problem is thus not
the fact that the wellness industry acts as a
substandard stand-in, but rather why real
mental health care costs so much and is so
diﬃcult to access.
Whether we’re talking about professional
treatment or “holistic” products, both industries are oﬀering commodities for sale on
the market. They both depend on the logic
of self-care – “look out for yourself” – and
show a noticeable overlap with the neoliberal dictum of “hard work pays oﬀ.” People
needing treatment find themselves working
extra hours, seeking new jobs with proper
benefits, carving out more time from their
schedule, and more – all in order to gain
access to or aﬀord self-care.
But for those not seeking treatment,
it would be a mistake to just say this is a
problem for those looking for help. We all
need good mental health, even if we haven’t
thought ourselves in need of care. According
to the World Health Organisation, mental
health is defined as “a state of well-being
whereby individuals recognise their abilities,
are able to cope with the normal stresses of
life, work productively and fruitfully, and
make a contribution to their communities.” The key phrases that stand out are the
“normal stresses of life,” “work productively,”
and the social aspect of contributing to one’s
community.
Indeed, these are certainly necessary
criteria to feel a specific type of well-being.
However, when “normal stresses” fall within
the coordinates of capitalism, we are left to
wonder, “What are normal stresses?” And
there is the challenging problem of finding
fulfilling and “productive work” in a system
founded on estranged labour, a system which
leaves one to sell their physical, mental, and
emotional eﬀorts for whatever value the
“market” determines they’re worth.
If we attempt to interrogate the “normal
stresses” of any one person’s life, we can
imagine that someone with food security,
unquestioned access to clean water, unpolluted air to breathe, and proper health benefits would experience less of the “normal
stresses” than someone who lives in a food
desert which is considered a minority community, has no guarantee of clean water,
and has to depend on public transit and or
a second job to survive.
Yet we are barraged with injunctions
to take more time to ourselves, eat better,
drink more water, and breathe right. These,
we are assured, are the proper foundation
to any form of good health.
It’s one thing to relativise “normal” here,
but it’s another thing entirely to understand
that those who don’t meet the criteria of
“normal” are foreclosed from any sort of
mental health whatsoever. The core conclusion of the “self-care” argument then

becomes clear: Mental health is for those
who can aﬀord it.
This is the state of mental health discourse in the US today. Going back to
Southlake, Texas, we have to ask whether
tackling this is this something parents can
take on themselves?
That complaining mum Tara Eddins
argues, “At Carroll [Independent School District], you are actually advertising suicide.”
Of course, Eddins takes the “contagion”
approach, where to even talk about suicide
to young people increases their interest
with it. Like almost any observation, it isn’t
without its kernel of truth. Suicide contagion
is, in fact, a real phenomenon and speaks to
the social role of both suicide and mental
well-being. However, her criticism misses
the mark entirely: Not only is the idea of
suicide already entirely ubiquitous today
anyway, but repressing suicide as a topic
of conversation will only make its return in
reality all the more traumatic.
Forbidding discussion of it also has major
eﬀects on those grieving after a loss by suicide. If a parent does not want their child
hearing about suicide at all, what hope does
the child have of talking about any mental
health concerns with their parents?
Indeed, it is evident that as this current
crisis gets worse, families are not any more
equipped to confront it than the mental health
care industry is. Certainly, religion and the
implicit morality of what passes for “family
values” is at work in the arguments by those
like Eddins, but it should be remembered
that her original complaint was actually
about the school district’s budget.
Regardless of whether or not the critics
like her attacking schools are sincere in their
concern about the proper time and place for
children to receive mental health information, the real argument being made is clear:
It comes down to money.
The truth of the matter is that the US is
facing not just a mental health crisis; what
we’re really up against is a mental care crisis.
If someone cannot aﬀord the means to attain
mental stability and well-being, their mental

health is deemed worthless by the market.
Where Eddins properly misses the point
is in the fact that the district’s employing
of counselors is actually aﬀordable care –
purchased by individuals on the market,
these services can cost over $10,000 a year
per patient (using depression as the model
here). What Eddins’ argument overshadows
is that mental health care is available to her
child, yet she wants to close oﬀ that access.
If mental health care is to become more
accessible, attention must be focused on the
two factors of aﬀordability and availability. If
receiving any sort of proper care was only a
matter of access, people wouldn’t avoid calling
ambulances because of the expected bill; we
wouldn’t need to start GoFundMe campaigns
to aﬀord insulin; and we wouldn’t need so
much literature on how to find “aﬀordable”
mental health care.
As [an] article from CNBC points out,
“access to care can [be] prohibitively expensive” which points out the inherent limit of
the word “access” leaving one to wonder why
we celebrate its use when we hear stories on
new grocery stores opening or arguments of
how hunger has been declining for years – a
fact that is not only no longer true but meant
nothing to those whose state-of-being didn’t
change by having more access. “Access” is
not enough without money.
Without talking about aﬀordability and
availability, the focus on mental health,
rather than care, puts the onus on the individual. Despite mental health becoming more
“accessible” today, these questions are still
to be addressed. But then again, perhaps
they’ve already been answered. The mental
health deficit can only be fully understood
as not so much the individual issues of the
mentally ill or suicidal but rather more as
the structural inequality of a double-sided
market that sees symptoms as opportunities
for profit – whether via traditional therapy or
“wellness solutions.” Until our care industry
is fixed, the so-called mental health crisis is
here to stay.
People’s World 

The truth of the matter is that the US is facing not just
a mental health crisis; what we’re really up against
is a mental care crisis. If someone cannot afford the
means to attain mental stability and well-being, their
mental health is deemed worthless by the market.
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ANTI-SOCIALIST PROTESTS
FLOP IN HAVANA; PRO-CUBA
SOLIDARITY ON DISPLAY IN NYC
K Gandakin
For months, opponents of Cuba’s socialist government have been calling for
protests on 15th November. Archipelago, the largely internet-confined
Cuban activist-led “initiative” organising what they called a “Civic March for
Change” or “N15” protests, promised
to flood the streets of Cuba demanding
political liberty – and regime change.
These calls quickly found amplifiers in
the United States. The Cuban-American
right, coupled with a host of sympathetic
members of Congress – like Florida Sen.
Marco Rubio – sought to utilise the planned
disruption to mobilise anti-Cuba sentiment.
The hope was that N15 would see demonstrations even bigger than those which took
place on 11th July this year. This summer’s
marches were some of the largest protests
on the island in decades and were largely in
response to a pandemic-wrought economic
slump and concomitant medical shortages.
Political pundits and hopeful US politicians saw in the protests an opportunity to
foment more potential unrest. Lawmakers in
Washington quickly responded with threats
of further sanctions and re-energised funding – to the tune of millions of dollars – for
Cuba-critical news outlets and organisations
like the “Foundation for Human Rights in
Cuba” and the “Victims of Communism
Memorial Foundation.”
The actions, of course, prompted Cuban
government oﬃcials to criticise the US for
deliberately instigating turmoil in their country. “In no way will we allow the permanent
aggression of the United States,” said Cuban

Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez, “to generate conditions of internal subversion.”
Plans for the “N15” protests were rebuked
by Cuba and treated as an attempt by a foreign nation to foment unrest. The response
from the US was uncompromising: “The
Cuban regime clearly demonstrates that it
is unwilling to honour or uphold the human
rights and fundamental freedom of Cubans,”
declared State Department spokesperson Ned
Price in an oﬃcial press statement issued
16th October.
Political pundits predicted a mass political eruption would break out in Cuba, and
US government oﬃcials remained hopeful.
The morning of 15th November, however,
found Cuba’s streets empty of anti-government protesters. As the day went on, the
situation didn’t change, and pro-dissident
media outlets quickly began spinning the
failure to mobilise as a product of Cuban
governmental suppression. But the reality is
that, unlike 11th July demonstrations, which
gathered some popular support, the “N15”
protests were totally political in nature.
Whereas 11th July protests were produced by genuine complaints about shortages, this time the subversive online group
Archipelago demanded the Cuban people
take the next step and choose between
Cuban socialism and US-style capitalism.
The result was a stunning consensus for
the former: Not only was there no mass
street action against the Cuban government, but the streets were actually filled
with pro-government counter-protesters,
who donned red shirts in support of socialism and shouted down the few dissidents
who did show up.

Since July, Cuba has eﬀectively implemented a mass vaccination campaign and has
been tackling some of the worst eﬀects of the
country’s economic downturn. As it turned
out, not many people wanted to overthrow
the government they saw working hard to
improve their situation.
Nevertheless, the anti-Cuba right in the
US held to their promise, underscoring their
support for regime change with protests in
major US cities. Cars in Miami’s famously
conservative “Little Havana” waved banners
bearing the words “SOSCuba” and “Patria y
Vida.” In New York City, in a clear attempt
at intimidation, a small contingent rallied
in front of the Cuban consulate. Across
from them was a coalition counter-protest
expressing solidarity with the Cuban people.
Chants of “Cuba sí, bloqueo no!” and “El
pueblo unido jamás será vencido!” clashed
against shouts of “Libertad!” and jeering
swears from the right. Demands for regime
change struggled against demands for international solidarity and an end to the inhumane, decades-long sanctioning of Cuba.
While Cuba remained calm, the sidewalk
on Manhattan’s Lexington Avenue became an
ideological battlefield. The counter-protesters, from all walks of life, of diﬀerent races,
genders, and ages, represented in miniature
the broad diversity of the multi-racial US
working class, and showed that the fight for
international solidarity was a unifying one.
Val Abello, a New York Young Communist League spokesperson, called for
Biden to fulfil his campaign promise to reengage in diplomatic relations with Cuba
and demanded that Congress reject what
he called “the imperialist Resolution 760,”

the statement encouraging anti-government
protests in Cuba. Abello demanded that the
Biden administration “cease its support –
both financial and political – for Cuban dissidents,” and stop treating the sovereignty
of other nations as disposable.
In stark contrast to the undemocratic
and warmongering calls for intervention
emanating from Washington, the counterprotesters in New York upheld the values of
internationalism and respect for sovereignty,
demanding that the US government stop
interfering in Cuba’s internal aﬀairs and
end its illegal blockade.
People’s World 

FAR-RIGHT FRENCH TV PUNDIT GOES
ON TRIAL FOR HATE SPEECH
A far-right television pundit
who is expected to stand for
the French presidency went
on trial for allegedly inciting
racial hatred with comments
about unaccompanied migrant
children.
Eric Zemmour, who has two
prior convictions for hate speech,
is charged with “public insult”
and “incitement to hatred or violence” against a group of people
due to their ethnic, national,
racial or religious origin.
He is widely expected to
soon announce his candidacy
in France’s April presidential
election.

Zemmour has already been
convicted of incitement to racial
hatred after defending discrimination against black and Arab
people in 2010 and of incitement
to religious hatred for anti-Islam
comments in 2016.
For the first oﬀence, he was
sentenced to pays court costs.
For the second, he received a
€5,000 (roughly AU$6,525) fine.
The trial focuses on September 2020 comments he made on
French news broadcaster CNews
about children who migrate
to France without parents or
guardians.
If found guilty, he faces
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a sentence of up to one year
in prison and a €45,000
(AU$58,570) fine.
“They’re thieves, they’re murderers, they’re rapists. That’s all
they are. We must send them
back,” Zemmour said. “These
people cost us money.”
The defendant was not
present at the Paris court, but
in a statement, he accused prosecutors and an anti-racist group
of “an attempt to intimidate
[him].”
He stood by his comments
and said that he would not attend
the trial “because political debate
doesn’t take place in courts.”
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The verdict is expected at a
later date.
Also on trial in the case is
Jean-Christophe Thiery, the head
of the managing board of Canal
+, CNews’s parent company, as
the person legally in charge of
the television show.
In March, the French
media watchdog fined CNews
€200,000 (AU$261,000) for
broadcasting comments inciting
hatred.
Among the civil plaintiﬀs in
the case are several local councils
and anti-racism groups including
SOS Racisme, the Human Rights
League and the International

League Against Racism and
Anti-Semitism.
“We refuse for these comments to be trivialised and to
target foreign non-accompanied
minors who come to seek protection in France, as well as all those
who work to help them,” said the
departmental council of SeineSaint-Denis, north of Paris.
Zemmour is also set to face
trial on charges of “racial insult”
after he told fellow TV pundit
Hapsatou Sy, that her first name
was “an insult to France.”
Morning Star 

Perth

Eureka
Anniversary
Friday 3rd December 5pm at Perth Trades Hall
Join Workers Solidarity WA celebration of the 167th Anniversary of the Eureka Stockade

Speakers from Unions and the community
Doors open from 4:30 pm – Light refreshments provided
facebook.com/events/s/eureka-anniversary/366027021987499
For more information call 0419 812 872
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CHINA DOWNGRADES
DIPLOMATIC TIES WITH
LITHUANIA IN SOLEMN PROTEST
Cao Siqi, Xu Keyue, & Wan Hengyi
China decided on Sunday 21st November to downgrade its diplomatic relations with Lithuania to the level of
chargé d’aﬀaires as a solemn protest
against the Baltic state’s collusion
with the secessionist authority on the
island of Taiwan and blatant violation
of the one-China principle and international rules.
“Given the fact that the political foundation for an ambassadorial-level diplomatic
relationship has been damaged by Lithuania,
the Chinese government, out of the need to
safeguard national sovereignty and basic
norms governing international relations,
has no choice but to downgrade its diplomatic relations with Lithuania to the chargé
d’aﬀaires level. The Lithuanian government
must bear all the ensuing consequences,” the
Chinese Foreign Ministry said in a statement
it released.
“We urge the Lithuanian side to immediately put right its mistake and not to
underestimate the Chinese people’s strong
resolve, will and capability to defend national
sovereignty and territorial integrity,” the
ministry said.
The decision came after the island of
Taiwan opened its so-called representative
oﬃce in Lithuania on Thursday, which has
sparked strong opposition and protest from
the Chinese government. China recalled its
top envoy in Vilnius in August and demanded
that Lithuania withdraw its ambassador to
Beijing over the island’s plans to open the
oﬃce.
Experts on diplomatic relations said the
latest move signals a serious setback in ChinaLithuania ties and reflects China’s resolute
determination to “make the tiny country
feel pain.” They warned that if Lithuania
continues to go its own way, the possibility of completely cutting oﬀ diplomatic ties
cannot be ruled out.
The decision, coming ahead of the USinitiated “democracy summit,” was also
hailed as a timely, appropriate measure as
Lithuania is still “ridiculous in being a running dog for US.” The downgrade is believed
to be a deterrent to some other European
countries, warning them not to try to provoke China on key issues.

BAD PRECEDENT
The Chinese Foreign Ministry stressed
in Sunday’s statement that there is only one
China in the world and the government of the
People’s Republic of China is the sole legal
government representing the whole of China.
The one-China principle is an overwhelming
consensus of the international community,
a widely recognised norm governing international relations, and the political foundation for China and Lithuania to develop
bilateral ties.
The Chinese government has, out of
goodwill in preserving China-Lithuania ties,
repeatedly warned Lithuania against acting in
bad faith. Regrettably, Lithuania has chosen
to ignore China’s solemn position and to disregard the broader interests of bilateral ties

and the basic norms governing international
relations. It has allowed the establishment
in Lithuania of the “Representative Oﬃce”
bearing the name of Taiwan, thus creating
an egregious precedent in the world, it said.
“The downgrade means a serious setback in China-Lithuania diplomatic relations, as chargé d’aﬀaires does not have full
authority compared with ambassadors. It
indicates that the power of diplomats in
both countries will be greatly limited and
aﬀected,” Cui Hongjian, director of the
Department of European Studies at the
China Institute of International Studies,
told the Global Times.
Cui noted that the measure is relatively
rare because it is also rare in recent years for
countries like Lithuania to openly challenge
China over the Taiwan question and disregard China’s clear position on the matter.
A similar decision can be traced back to
as early as the 5th of May, 1981, when China
downgraded bilateral diplomatic ties to the
chargé d’ aﬀaires level with the Dutch government after the Netherlands approved the
sale of a submarine to the island of Taiwan,
which violated the 1972 Joint Communiqué
on the Establishment of Diplomatic Relations
at Ambassadorial Level between China and
the Netherlands. Six days later, the Netherlands accepted the decision and took the
same measure.
On 1st February, 1984, China and the
Netherlands issued a joint communiqué to
resume diplomatic relations at the ambassadorial level, on the basis of the Netherlands’
refusal to issue licences for Dutch companies
to sell submarines to the island of Taiwan
and its commitment not to approve arms
sales to the island.
Recalling the ambassador has already
given Lithuania a cooling-oﬀ period, a period
of reflection and correction, but the country
failed to grasp the chance. The downgrade
has conveyed a clear message that no country
should ever take any chances on Taiwanrelated matters and pretend to be ignorant,
Cui said.
Lithuania’s foreign ministry on Sunday
said it regretted China’s decision to downgrade ties. “Lithuania reaﬃrms its adherence
to the One China policy, but at the same time
has the right to expand cooperation with
Taiwan,” the ministry said in a statement,
according to the Guardian.
Wang Yiwei, director of the institute of
international aﬀairs at Renmin University of
China in Beijing, said “the emphatic downgrade aims to make Lithuania feel pain.”
Coming ahead of the US-initiated
“democracy summit,” it is a very timely and
appropriate move as the “tiny state” is still
“ridiculous in being a running dog for antiChina forces,” as it has tried to show that it
is not afraid of “repression” and attempts
to raise its voice in the “democratic world.”
Wang believed that the move will be a
deterrent for some other European countries,
including the Czech Republic and Poland,
warning them not to try to provoke China
on key issues such as the Taiwan question.
Liu Zuokui, a senior research fellow on
European Studies at the Chinese Academy

Liu said that Lithuania’s
dangerous move of provoking
China has jeopardised and
will continue to jeopardise
its own economic interests,
especially in trade and
transportation.
of Social Sciences, pointed out that the rare
move suggests there is a high probability that
the two sides will have to sever ties.
Liu said that Lithuania’s dangerous move
of provoking China has jeopardised and will
continue to jeopardise its own economic interests, especially in trade and transportation.
The Lithuanian economy relies heavily
on agriculture, and the exports of its agricultural products account for nearly one-third of
its export trade with China. Over the years,
Lithuania’s agricultural exports have been
making inroads in the Chinese market. In
March, Chinese customs approved twenty
Lithuanian milk companies for registration
in China.
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Following the downgrade, analysts predicted that direct information consultation
and political exchanges between the two
countries will come to a standstill. Investment
and trade, including agricultural products
inspection and quarantine, will be severely
aﬀected, while some people exchange programs will be aborted.
In addition, on issues related to Lithuania’s own interests in the Asia-Pacific and
other multilateral occasions, the decline of
political mutual trust between the two sides
will make it diﬃcult for Lithuania to get support from China.
Global Times 
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